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Review VI. Their work is divided into three volumes. The 1st is entirely devoted to general considerations of the 'Immediate Principles;' the 2nd and the 3rd present a systematic view of these substances.
The general feature of this treatise is the systematic classification of the subject. It was impossible that in an undertaking of such magnitude, the authors should have overlooked the importance of a proper classification, but there is a peculiar philosophical arrangement of the facts described, with the deductions drawn from them, which enables the reader to be at once acquainted with the whole of the subject, and to judge for himself of the accuracy of the author's conclusions.
M. Robin's writings all reveal a most systematic mind; from this characteristic tendency, so visible in his classification of general anatomy,* he possessed peculiar talents for the composition of a treatise on anatomical chemistry. M. Robin is an anatomist, he has prosecuted that science into its minute details, but he could not have undertaken to write alone a treatise so intimately connected with chemistry; it was therefore indispensable that this work should be the result of the united efforts of both an anatomist and a chemist, and M. Yerdeil happened to be possessed of the very acquirements M. Robin stood in need of. Ptyaline.
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